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Abstract—Speech imagery based brain-computer interfaces
(BCI) have been researched as a potentially powerful method
to provide communication and control without explicit bodily
movements. Compared to other BCI systems, speech imagery
based BCIs can employ mental tasks directly related to control
tasks, making them more intuitive for use in daily-life. However,
training data is difficult to collect in sufficient size and number
in terms of time and user comfort; preparation time to wear
electroencephalogram (EEG) measurement devices are lengthy
and the devices themselves are uncomfortable to use, making it
difficult for subjects to undergo long training sessions without
feeling fatigued. To overcome this problem, we suggest a novel
data augmentation method using actual speech data. Based on the
similarity between the tasks imagined speech and actual speech,
we augment EEG training data of imagined speech with EEG
data of actual speech and show significant improvements for two
out of three subjects.
Index Terms—Brain-computer interface (BCI), Speechimagery, Actual speech, data augmentation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) have been proposed as
alternative mode of control, especially for patients suffering
from locked-in syndrome (LIS) as BCIs do not require bodily
movements to provide control and instead work by identifying
specific brain patterns that are then mapped to desired functions [1], [2]. BCIs are commonly categorized into two groups:
active and reactive BCIs. Reactive BCIs refer to systems
that learns brain activities that emerge in response to a fixed
stimulus [3], [4]. While easy to train, reactive BCIs are limited
by the requirement of a stimulus, making it tiring to use for
long time [5]. Active BCIs, on the other hand, are interfaces
that detect brain patterns that occurs from an user imagining
an action. This can be moving a body part, a specific image,
or speaking out a word [6]–[9]. Compared to reactive BCIs,
active BCIs are less restrictive, but harder for the user to train
[5].
Speech imagery is an active BCI that measures electroencephalogram (EEG) while the subject imagines a word without
actually speaking out or moving articulators [9]. Speech imagery based BCIs have several distinct advantages over other
types of BCIs. First, speech imagery tasks are more friendly
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to the users as it is very similar to speaking inside one’s head,
a common activity in daily life. Unlike other active BCIs
like motor imagery or visual imagery, users do not have to
spend time training to make sure they are performing BCI task
correctly. Another benefit is the flexibility of task design. As
speech imagery is based on speech, any task can be mapped to
a word with related meaning, making the system much more
intuitive (e.g. word ”power” for turning a television on or word
”forward” to move a wheelchair ahead).
Due to these advantages, several studies regarding speech
imagery have been carried out using both electrocorticography (ECoG) and EEG [9]–[13]. In a previous research, we
investigated the efficiency of using ear-EEG device to measure
speech imagery as a starting point for a BCI system that can
be used in daily life [12].
One difficulty that plagues BCI systems is data collection.
In order to collect EEG, users often have to stay still wearing
uncomfortable EEG measurement device, making it difficult
to carry out long experimental sessions. Due to this, the size
of collected data per subject is much smaller compared to
other fields. Due to this, various augmentation methods have
been employed for BCI systems [14]–[17]. However, due to
temporal nature of speech imagery features [12], these may
not be suitable when applied to speech imagery. In this paper,
we suggest that EEG collected during actual speech can be
used in tandem with speech imagery data as a novel form of
data augmentation specific for speech imagery. Actual speech
data is easier to label compared to imagery, and a system for
acquiring actual speech imagery during daily-life with autolabelling based on audio recording may be an effective way
to collect large amount of EEG data. Using actual speech
EEG data collected along with speech imagery EEG data, we
compare classification performance when using only speech
imagery data with when using training data augmented with
actual speech data for three subjects and show that two of the
subjects show significant improvements.
II. M ETHODS
A. Data Collection Setup
Data was collected using BrainVision actiCHamp amplifier
with BrainVision Recorder software at sampling rate of 500Hz
using 32 electrodes arranged as shown in figure 1. Electrodes
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experimental trial for a class is shown in figure 2. First, an
audio cue of the class spoken in a female American accent is
given for two seconds to start. Then, a fixation cross is shown
for one second. After that, a circular cue is given for two
seconds, during which subjects were instructed to speak out
the given word. Subjects are given one second to rest before
starting speech imagery. A loading bar is shown during which
subjects are instructed to imagine speaking out the target class
for two seconds. This is repeated five times in a row, with one
second of rest in between. After this, a resting period of 3.5
seconds is given before the next trial.
An experimental block consists on five trials for each class.
The order of the trials in a block is randomized. One experimental session contained ten experimental blocks, resulting
in 50 trials in total. Each subject carried out six sessions over
three different days, two sessions per day. Subjects were given
sufficient time to rest in between the sessions.
Fig. 2. Electrode layout for data collection

were mainly arranged around the left cerebral hemisphere due
to regions related to speech production and comprehension
located in this area. Fpz and FCz were chosen as ground and
reference channels respectively. All experiments were carried
out in an air-conditioned sound-proof room with instructions
given to subjects to minimize movement during data recording.
B. Experimental Subjects
Three male subjects, aged between 25 and 30 participated
in the experiment. All subjects were healthy with normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. All subjects were fluent in
English and had some prior experience using brain computer
interfaces.
C. Experimental Protocol
Speech imagery for four different words (”left”, ”right”,
”go back”, ”forward”) and rest class were collected following
experimental protocol based on our previous study [12]. One

D. Data Processing
For preprocessing, we apply a notch filter at 60Hz to
remove line noise. We then apply a bandpass filter with cutoff
frequencies at 0.1 and 100Hz. Both speech imagery data and
actual speech data are acquired by selecting two seconds of
epoch starting from when the visual cue for actual speech and
speech imagery are shown.
We use two different features for speech imagery classification. First is common spatial pattern (CSP) [18], which is
frequently used to identify useful spatial features. CSP features
are acquired using spatial filters obtained by optimizing the
following equation, where w is the filter to be obtained.
wT C1T w
wT X1 X1T w
=
T
wT X2 X2 w
wT C2T w
X1 represents EEG signals corresponding to resting state and
X2 signals corresponding to a speech imagery class. C1 and
C2 similarly represents spatial covariance matrix for resting
and speech imagery class respectively, assuming zero mean
for EEG signals.
J(w) =

Fig. 1. Overview of Single Trial
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The second type of features extracted are Riemannian
tangent space vectors [19]. We first calculate covariance matrix
for each EEG epoch. Then, a Riemannian tangent space vector
is calculated from each covariance matrix using the following
equation:
−1

−1

vi = upper(CR 2 logCR (Ci )CR 2 )
where Ci is the covariance matrix, CR the Riemannian mean of
covariance matrix and vi the Riemannian tangent space vector.
We carry out classification using a support vector machine
with linear kernel for five classes (four speech imagery classes
and rest) using two different features and compare their performances. We then carry out classification using two different
types of training data. For the first case, we carry out 5-fold
cross validation using only speech imagery data. For the other
case, we first split the speech imagery data into train and test
set as in previous 5-fold cross validation. Before training the
model, we augment the training data set with actual speech
data, and carry out evaluation on the test data set, which
contains only speech imagery data.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the classification results when applying
different feature extraction methods to only speech imagery
data and when training data is augmented with actual speech
data.

When using only speech imagery as training data, Subject
3 shows the best average performance using CSP features
at 30.6% and Subject 2 shows the best average performance
using tangent space vectors with accuracy of 43.9%. All three
subjects show significantly improved performance when using
tangent space vectors at 0.05 confidence level.
When using training data augmented with actual speech
EEG, Subject 3 likewise shows the best average performance
using CSP features at 29.5% and Subject 2 using tangent space
vectors with accuracy of 44.4%. All three subjects again show
significantly improved performance with tangent space vectors
as features at 0.05 confidence level.
When comparing the effect of data augmentation, with
CSP features, only Subject 1 shows slight improvement in
performance, with all three subjects showing no significant differences. However, when using tangent space vectors, all three
subjects show improvements in both average and maximum
accuracy. Subject 1 and Subject 3 show significant increase in
accuracy at 0.05 confidence level.
To examine the effect of augmentation, we examined the
confusion matrix for subject 1, who showed the most significant improvement when augmentation method was applied.
This is shown in figure 4. All four speech imagery classes
showed improvements in classification with actual speech augmentation, with greatest improvement shown in ”left” class.
Although rest class showed lower performance after augmentation, the true positive rate instead increased with augmentation
applied. An interesting point to note is that ”left” class is also
the class with the lowest accuracy before augmentation; in
general, classes with lower accuracy showed greater increase
in performance, suggesting our proposed method improves
performances for classes with lower accuracy more effectively.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS

Fig. 3. Accuracy using tangent space vectors with only speech imagery and
with both speech imagery and actual speech

In this paper, we collected actual speech data together with
speech imagery data (four speech imagery words + rest class)
using a 32 EEG channel system arranged around the left
cerebral hemisphere from three subjects. We classified the
collected data using two different features, CSP and tangent
space vectors, under two different conditions: 1)using only
speech imagery data as training data 2)using actual speech
data together with speech imagery data during training. Our
results show significant improvement when using both actual

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF MEAN ± STD AND MIN ÷ MAX OF THE ACCURACY (%) OF ALL SUBJECTS FOR DIFFERENT METHODS
Speech Imagery Only

Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3

CSP+SVM
24.3±4.2
18.8÷30.0
27.5±2.8
24.8÷31.2
30.6±7.1
20.8÷40.8

Speech Imagery with Actual Speech
TS+SVM
37.1±7.2
30.8÷50.4
43.9±3.7
39.6÷48.0
36.7±7.8
21.6÷42.4

CSP+SVM
25.8±5.4
17.2÷32.0
27.0±3.3
21.6÷30.4
29.5±6.9
18.4÷37.6

TS+SVM
39.7±7.4
31.6÷51.4
44.4±5.3
37.2÷50.4
37.9±7.8
22.8÷44.4
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of Subject 1 using tangent space vectors with (a) only speech imagery and with (b) both speech imagery and actual speech

speech and speech imagery data for training for two subjects
with tangent space vector features, suggesting that using
actual speech data along with speech imagery may be an
effective method to augment training data. Since the number
of subjects recruited for this work is not enough to make a
strong conclusion, future work will involve recruiting more
participants. We will also carry out more detailed comparison
with other augmentation methods, as well as different features
extraction and classification algorithms. Finally, we plan to
design a auto-labelling actual speech EEG collection system
to collect data for augmentation easily while carrying out daily
life activities.
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